
Introduction
In Ontario, physician assistants (PA)s function under medical directives (MedD) to 
allow supervising physicians (SP)s to delegate controlled acts to PAs in order to 
provide patient care. MedD are necessary because PAs in Ontario have no direct 
authority to perform controlled acts. The criteria for creating MedD is established by 
The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario’s (CPSO) policy on Delegation of 
Controlled Acts1. The breadth and depth of the PA role makes creating MedD that 
meet the CPSO criteria very challenging for the following reasons:

• With each controlled act / order there needs to be a corresponding set of clinical 
conditions, circumstances and contraindications. The resulting document may be 
hundreds of pages long and a drain on scarce administration resources to create

• The indications and contraindications for a given act / order evolve with clinical 
context; PAs do not practice algorithmically.  This is magnified when considering 
the many different settings PAs are employed in 

• Some criteria, such as providing “sufficient detail,” and a “detailed list of the 
specific clinical conditions” are not well defined
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Methods
MedD were obtained from Canadian Association of Physician Assistant (CAPA) 
members across Ontario and examined for similarities, differences and adherence to 
the CPSO policy. Practice location was blinded for analysis and organized by clinical 
setting. MedD were not modified. The ‘pros’ and ‘cons’ of each style / format of 
MedD were outlined. 

Results
Sixteen MedD from Ontario PAs were obtained from the following practice areas: 
family medicine (n=5), emergency medicine (n=3), internal medicine (n=1), general 
surgery (n=4), neurosurgery (n=1), orthopaedic surgery (n=1) and endocrinology 
(n=1). The MedD demonstrated a large degree of variance. The common MedD
patterns observed were as follows:  

A) No medical directives 

Every order generated by the PA requires co-signature from the SP 

• Excellent way to assess skills 
and knowledge, particularly 
of a newly employed PA 

• SP has direct supervision of 
the PA 

• No administrative work is 
required

• May be an ineffective means to provide care.  
PA must often wait for physician co-signature 

• Reduced productivity of the SP due to 
repeated interruptions 

• Severely limits the productivity and return on 
investment of employing a PA 

• Underrepresents the knowledge, skill and 
intended role of the PA  

PROS CONS

C) Order centred directives 

Order Indication Contraindication

Blood-based laboratory investigations: 

CBC Suspected or known sepsis, 
anemia, bleeding
Monitoring of medication side 
effects 

Inability to safely access 
venipuncture or alternate 
methods of blood sampling 

Reticulocyte 
count

Characterization of anemia

Table 1. Example of a medical directive organized by order.

• Clearly defines the formulary of 
investigations and interventions 
performed by the PA

• Allows some practice autonomy for 
the PA to be more selective in 
choosing only the required 
investigations 

• Time intensive to create
• Indications may be vague or omitted 
• Unclear what satisfies as “sufficiently 

detailed” indications and 
contraindications

D) Problem or complaint centred directives 

Presenting 
complaint

Order Indication/contraindication and 
guidelines

Acute urinary 
retention

PAs may implement an 
order for any of the 
following tests, if indicated 
after physical assessment 
• Urine R&M
• Urine C&S
• Insert or order urethral 

catherization 

Indications:
Adult patient who is unable to void
Contraindications:
Patient refusal 
Guidelines:
PA should contact MD to report 
findings and to discuss further 
diagnostic or management plan

Table 2. Example of a medical directive organized by problem or presenting complaint

• Easy to read and follow • Most time consuming to create as many potential 
scenarios would need to be outlined

• Cannot account for variations in clinical context or 
patient specific differences

• May mirror algorithmic-type medicine and limit the 
differential diagnoses and patient specific 
interventions

E) List of authorized investigations and treatments

Diagnostic tests authorized to the physician assistant – laboratory:

Type and crossmatch Liver function tests

Serum magnesium Renal function tests

INR/PTT Serum iron

BUN TIBC

LDH D-Dimer

PSA, CEA, CA 15-3, CA-19, CA 125 B12
Table 3. Example of a medical directive that lists the controlled acts that have been delegated to the PA

• Clearly defines which controlled acts 
have been delegated to the PA

• Easy to create and amend

• Does not meet medical directive 
criteria outlined in the CPSO policy

Discussion
PA MedD currently in use in Ontario demonstrate large degree of variance. Hospital 
or clinic administrators, physicians and PAs who write and approve MedD interpret 
the CPSO policy differently.

Many PAs in Ontario do not have MedD that reflect core PA competencies. As a 
result, many PAs perform in a role below their level of training and intended scope 
of practice. The massive administrative burden limits creation of MedD that reflect 
the PAs role and competency. By functioning below their full scope of practice, the 
effects on health outcomes and ability to improve the efficiency in the health care 
spending are likely falling short of their potential.

Another complication of the large administrative burden is that MedD often lag 
behind current clinical practice guidelines. Constant amendments are required as 
indications and contraindications change with new clinical evidence.

PAs are skilled healthcare professionals that are trained to execute medical skills 
classified as controlled acts. Addressing controlled acts performed by PAs at the 
provincial level is an initiative expected to improve healthcare services provided to 
Ontarians without additional healthcare costs; PAs will do more while the cost of 
training and employment will be the same.

Recommendations for future direction
There are two proposed models to improve methodology of the controlled acts 
performed by PAs in Ontario: 

Introducing legislation authorizing PAs to perform 

controlled acts

This legislation would ideally enable PAs to perform, order or prescribe under their 
own authority. PAs would not be independent practitioners but continue to work 
under their SP. This model (or very similar models) has proven effective for PAs in 
Manitoba, New Brunswick, the Canadian Armed Forces, United States of America 
and Netherlands2. 

Amending the CPSO policy to allow special 

considerations for PAs 

The goal would be to simplify the criteria authorizing PAs to perform the delegated 
controlled acts, taking into consideration the level of training of PAs. For example, 
eliminate the necessity to outline the indications, contraindications and clinical 
circumstances within the policy. The resulting MedD would be the format seen in “E) 
List of Authorized Investigations and Treatments” seen above.

Interim solution
CAPA volunteers have begun creating standardized MedD that Ontario PAs may 
present to their SPs and institutions for review and authorization. Standardized 
MedD would alleviate a great deal of administrative work. The proposed 
standardized MedD would be robust and thorough enough to allow PAs to practice 
efficiently. The criteria in the current CPSO policy would be met. The MedD would 
allow for edits and individualization.  The order centred layout would be used.  
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B) Referencing external resources

Directives reference resources such as RxFiles or the Compendium of 
Pharmaceuticals and Specialties (CPS) to avoid listing all the indications and 
contraindications in the text of the directive

• Substantial time and efforts saved
• Ensures exhaustive list of 

contraindications

• Unclear if this is acceptable by the 
CPSO or sufficient from a legal 
perspective
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